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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Learn how to combine Bootstrap with Vue.js to
build responsive web applications. About This Book * Build applications with a good architecture
and clean UI with Vue.js and Bootstrap * Understand Bootstrap components and learn to integrate
them with the Vue.js structure * Build, deploy, and test your code with various utility tools provided
by Vue.js Who This Book Is For This book is for JavaScript programmers who are new to web
frameworks and want to start learning it by developing interactive and responsive web
applications. What You Will Learn * Create and build web applications using Vue.js, Webpack, and
Nuxt.js * Combine Bootstrap components with Vue.js power to enrich your web applications with
reusable elements * Connect the Vuex state management architecture to the Firebase cloud
backend to persist and manage application data * Explore the new grid system of Bootstrap 4 along
with the far simpler directives in Vue.js * Test Vue applications using Jest * Authenticate your
application using Bootstrap s forms, Vue.js reactivity, and Firebase s authentication API * Deploy
your application using Firebase, which provides...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely among the finest book I have actually read through. It is probably the most remarkable book we have study. I discovered this book from my
dad and i suggested this book to learn.
-- Georgiana Pacocha-- Georgiana Pacocha

It in just one of the best ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything using this written e ebook. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of
your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you check with me).
-- Dayana Brekke Sr.-- Dayana Brekke Sr.
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